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Answers and instructions 

Drought hazard quiz 
This quiz (available to download separately from this issue’s GeographyReviewExtras) is designed for 
classroom use. It could be used: 

• as a ‘starter’ activity to see what students already know about drought or as a quiz at the end 
of the topic 

• as a ‘team quiz’ just for fun, but to try and reinforce some key terminology and concepts 

The quiz is marked out of 10.The answers are provided below along with some additional information 
designed to promote further discussion in the classroom. 

Answers 
1 The correct answer is B, precipitation. Drought is a period of below-average precipitation 
leading to a shortage of available water. This in turn can cause a shortage of food, but the terms 
‘drought’ and ‘famine’ have very different meanings. Temperature can contribute to drought — high 
rates of evaporation but lack of precipitation is the key factor.  

2 The correct answers is C, the Sahel. This is a semi-arid region south of the Sahara Desert that 
has experienced frequent drought especially since the late 1960s. The Sahara Desert does not 
experience drought because it is arid to start with. Its rainfall is so negligible drought isn’t really 
possible. 

3 The correct answer is D, ENSO. The El Niño Southern Oscillation and its El Niño/La Niña 
cycles are often cited as a cause of drought because of their ability to shift the locations of high and 
low air pressure. Two of the other answers are climate oscillations: the North Atlantic Oscillation and 
Atlantic Multi Decadal oscillation, more often linked to hurricane and storm frequency than drought.   

4 The correct answer is B, the Dust Bowl. Several years during this period were serve drought 
years including 1934, 1936 and 1939–40. This followed a much wetter period in the 1920s which may 
have encouraged the expansion of farming into areas that were ill-suited to it long term.  

5 The correct answer is C, US$6–8 billion. A 2014 report by FAO estimated this cost. Taken 
long term, drought ranks alongside earthquakes in terms of financial losses. Drought also affects very 
large areas and can last years or even up to a decade.  

6 The correct answer is D, persistent high pressure. High-pressure, anti-cyclonic conditions are 
a major factor is reducing rainfall levels because high pressure reduces frontal rainfall. UK drought 
conditions are caused by blocking anti-cyclones, especially winter ones. Winter precipitation is crucial 
for recharging water stores and failure of this increases drought risk in the following summer.  

7 Written out in full the answer should read inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The 
seasonal movement of the cloud and rain of the ITCZ is crucial to seasonal rainfall, especially in the 
Sahel zone. A weak ITCZ, or one that fails to move as far north/south as normal can reduce seasonal 
precipitation to drought levels.  
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8 The correct answer is C, 1980–1990. This period encompassed the drought and famine in 
Ethiopia 1984-1985. The Sahel precipitation index was in serious deficit in almost every year of that 
decade.   

9 The correct answer is B, hydrological drought.  While all droughts are basically meteorological, 
a drought becomes hydrological when it effects surface and groundwater flows and stores.  Usually 
this is a longer-term phenomenon as it takes some time for river and groundwater levels to fall.  

10 The correct answer is D, Australia.  This drought was so prolonged that it has altered the way 
Australia manages its water supply. This included the construction of many desalination plants for the 
first time.  
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